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With the increasing emphasis on textiles as a major global industry, Fabric Science, 9th Edition
continues the long tradition of meeting the needs of both students and professionals in the
textile, fashion and related industries. The best-selling introductory text is for students and
professionals who need a solid understanding of basic textiles. Amongst other new material,
Cohen and Johnson address the effect of textiles and textile products on the environment
throughout the text. They address the variety of career opportunities in the design, production,
marketing, and merchandising of textiles, apparel, and home products associated with the world
of textiles.New to this Edition--New chapter "Textiles and the Environment" and discussions
throughout the text on the effect of textiles and textile products on the environment-- New
section entitled Industrial Fabrics focusing on fabrics engineered to meet special performance
requirements such as seat belts (transportation), bandages (medical), protective clothing
(safety), inflatable building (construction)-- Pronunciations of fiber names in other languages--
Four-color throughout including new and revised line drawings-- New section "Speaking of
Textiles" - includes list of phrases relating to textiles and textile products used specifically in the
industry-- More comprehensive coverage of nanotechnology-- CD-ROM includes study
questions to encourage direct application of the material covered and assignments to provide a
learning experience with practical industry application-- Instructor's Guide provides suggestions
for planning the course and using the text in the classroom-- PowerPoint® Presentation includes
lecture slide and four-color front and back views of fabric swatches in the Fabric Science Swatch
Kit, 9th Edition

About the AuthorAllen C. Cohen is Professor Emeritus of Textile Science at the Fashion Institute
of Technology.Ingrid Johnson is a full professor at the Fashion Institute of Technology.
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M. Holmquist, “Great book on textiles!. This book is for my class textile technology and design.
There is probably more information in here than I will ever need to know this quarter but I will be
holding on to it after this class because it is such a valuable reference. The information is easy
to find and presented in a format that makes it easy to understand. There are great definitions
and many illustrations throughout. The new edition has a lot of information on sustainable fibers
and textiles which is the main thing that I am interested in.”

vipin deshbhratar, “Great buy. Awesome book. Amazing condition”

wildsolutes, “Great Introduction to Textiles Book. A very intense book to get started in Textiles.
Textiles is so involved and complex. This book delivers. The Swatchbook that can be
purchased with it on the other hand lacks due to poor quality swatches. I am in the process of
finding better swatch books than the one that is issued for purchase with this book.”

Francisco M., “Fash / Textiles. Very informative and helpful for anyone. Recommend for general
knowledge and textile careers. Knowledge based for synthetic or manmade and organic fibers.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very happy with this purchase. As described and prompt.”

aara868, “she was amazed at the exceptional quality of the used book. bought this for a friend
who's daughter is doing fashion design at college. she was amazed at the exceptional quality of
the used book. she is very pleased”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. This book is very helpful in knowing your textiles”

Someone outthere, “useful and important. this book is so important and useful in learning about
fabrics and fibres. i bought it used and it was very used but none of the pages were missing and
all were still in good reading and viewing condition.”

Dianne B., “Great Oc. Product was in excellent condition. Great content.”

The book by Janace E. Bubonia has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 45 people have provided feedback.
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